
ENCLOSED BOARDS
Bulletin Boards, Whiteboards and Letterboards



4' x 6' M1 Whiteboard with Aluminum FrameSilhouette with Black Frame shown in Chocolate Cork



Durable
Use anywhere in your school or business to 
encourage the way you inform and learn.

Secure & Sleek
Ghent's Enclosed Boards are the perfect way to display messages, pictures, and important 
information. Protected using shatter-proof acrylic panels, full-length door hinges, and locks that 
are flush with the frame, your messages and items are secured inside. You can install the board 
in high-traffic, public areas without worrying about damage or tampering.  

Secure
Comes standard with lock and key as well as 
hidden hinges to prevent damage.

Reliable
Enclosed boards withstand high-traffic areas 
and carry a 10-year warranty.

Aesthetics
Available in a variety of frames and fabric 
finishes to match any interior.



1.    2-Door Enclosed Board with Aluminum Frame 
shown in Cork

2.   2-Door Enclosed Board with Aluminum Frame 
shown in Blue Fabric

3 .   2-Door Enclosed Board with Aluminum Frame 
shown in Confetti Recycled Rubber

4.    3-Door Enclosed Board with Oak Frame shown in 
Black Fabric Letterboard
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Protected
Offering a variety of surfaces 
and unsurpassed durability, 
Ghent's Enclosed Boards take 
both function and security 
into account. Locking doors 
encourage protection of postings 
and information. Matched 
with a variety of frames and 
surfaces, you're sure to find the 
perfect solution for notices and 
announcements in a safe manner.

Safety
Made with shatter-resistant acrylic 
panels, bulletins and notices will stay in 
place securely.

Long Lasting
Made in the USA with high-quality 
materials, enclosed boards offer a 
10-year warranty to withstand busy 
areas in hallways and offices.

Options
Available in 1, 2, or 3 door option 
with a variety of frame and tackable 
surface options to fit different work 
and learning environments.
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Cork & Fabric 
Self-healing surfaces provide 
reliable tacking and are paired 
with durable frame.

Ovation
Made with quality materials 
with a modern aesthetic, 
show off bulletins while being 
safe and secure.

Silhouette
Unframed tempered glass 
and minimal sides allow for 
full viewing and option to line 
up multiple units.
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Enclosed Board Options
Ghent's extensive line of Enclosed Bulletin Boards offer a variety of frame and tackable 
surface options. All message centers carry a 10-year warranty, durable enough for 
everyday use. Tackable options are self-healing, meaning they won't leave behind pin 
holes, and all surfaces resist fading. Find a useful, stylish board from Ghent's options.

Recycled Rubber
The rubber is self-healing so it won't 
show pinholes and is durable enough 
to withstand the toughest conditions.

Vinyl
Enclosed Vinyl Board has 
a water-resistant surface 
that keeps moisture from 
damaging the board.
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VisuALL
The combination of fabric tackboard 
and whiteboard creates a budget-
friendly conference cabinet or 
cubicle communication tool.

Sentry
This message center features a 
stable base and large enclosed 
letterboard ideal for lobbies, hotels, 
and conference areas.

Letterboards
With perfect grooves and a quality 
crafted frame, share messages and 
announcements securely.

Whiteboard
Porcelain writing surface accepts 
magnets, resists scratches and stains 
to post and write messages.
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• Variety of surfaces allow for the option of cork, recycled rubber, vinyl, fabric,  
or whiteboard

• Enclosed Boards feature flush mount locks and shatter-resistant panel doors  
for added security 

• Durable tackable surfaces are self-healing for repeated tacking 
• Standard Sizes: 24"H x 18"W to 4'H x 8'W
• 10-year warranty
• Made in the USA

Statement 
of Line

Enclosed Boards
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Features

1-Door 3-Door2-Door

Vertical Orientation

SquareLandscape Orientation

1 Door 2 Door 3 Door


